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The chromate tCr&-) complex is shown to luminesce in some specific host lattices. The emission is situated in the red
and the quantum efficiency is low. No luminescence was observedfor oxocomplexes of Re7*.

I. introduction
Complexes consisting of hi~~~charged transitionmetal ions without d electrons surrounded by oxygen
ions are well known for their luminescence. The vanadate (VC$) and the tungstate (WON-) group are
representative examples. If one scans the transitionmetal series from left to right, the heaviest metals
for which luminescence has been observed in oxocomplexes are vanadium, molybdenum and tungsten
in the first, second and third transition-metal series,
respectively f 11. As far as we are aware, the Bterature does not contain reference to luminescence from
oxocomplexes of chromium. technetium and rhenium.
There is one exception, viz. a report by Freiberg and
Rebane [Z] on the luminescence of K,Crz07 below
30 K. An assignment of the excitation and emission
spectra was given by one of us [3].
The present study was started to find the borderline between complexes of this type which ium~esee
and those which do not. It has been noted before fl]
that the absorption bands of these complexes shift
to lower energy going from left to right in a given
transition-Mets series. This shift seems to influence
the quenching temperature of the luminescence of
these complexes. A requirement for efficient luminescence at higher temperatures seems to be absorption
bands at high energy (or, more trivial, colouriess complexes). The fact that the Stokes shift of the luminescence in these complexes is large is probably a main
factor in this relation. From the lum~escence point
of view our results are clearly negative. The CrO,2-

complex htminesces only very weakly, whereas
the oxocompiexes of rhenium did not iuminesce at
ali. Nevertheless the results have severai interesting
aspects, some ofwhich are by no means understood.
The compositions investigated were the following:
NazCr04, KzCr04, K2Cr207, CaCrOq (note that
this compound is isomorphous and practically isoelectronic with the well-known luminescent YVO4)
and KBr containing small amounts of KzCrOd; further KReO4 and Sr2LiRe06. The latter compounds
contain ReO; and ReOz- complexes, respectively.
They are isomo~hous and isoelectronic with the
Luminescent CaW04 and SrzMgW06 [4].

2. Experimental
Most samples were avaiIabIe as commercial, highpurity compounds. SrZ LiRe06 was prepared as de-scribed by KemmIer-Sack er al. [S] . KRe04 was obtained as a single crystal by courtesy from Dr. L.G.
van tiitert (Bell Laboratories). Powder samples were
checked by X-ray analysis.
Samples of KBr containing a small 3mount of
KzCrO4 (denoted as KBr/KzCrO4) were prepared
by pressing intimate mixtures up to about 200 bar
during SOmin. The K,CrO4 concentration was 1 mole%.
Reference measurements were performed on comparable MgO/K,CrO4 mixtures.
The optical meas~ements were performed at liq
uid nitrogen and helium temperatures using a PerkinElmer spectrofhrorimeter MPF3 equipped with the
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3. Results
The lummescence
of K3Cr,07
reported before [2]
was confirmed m our studies. The quantum efficrency at hqurd hehum temperature
amounts to about
10% The decay time of the lummescence
at that temperature was 800 ps
We observed only measurable CrOi- lummescence
m the case of CaCrO,. 4lthough pure K3CrO,, as
well as MgO/K, CrO_t, did not lummesce. the samples
KBr/K3CrOG chd show emrssron. All emrssion and
excrtatron spectra are shown m t?g. 1. Drffuse reflection spectra for CaCrO_, and KBr/K3CrO,
at room
temperature are shown m fig 2 The Stokes shift IS
estrrnated to be some 6000 cm-t. which IS a low value m comparison
with values reported for well-known
lummescent
complexes of this type (10000-15000
cm-t
[ 1 ] )_ The quantum efficiency of the lummescence of CaCr04 at 4 2 K 1s about 1% and the decay
time about 100 ps. The weak lummescence
drsappeared at about 150 K
Infrared spectroscopy

showed that at least a small

part of the f<,CrOj m KBr 1s present as a sohd solution m the KBr lamce [7,6].
1
No lummescence was observed for KReO4 and
‘I
Srz LrRe06, not even at 4 2 K. The respective optical
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Ftg 1. Elcnatlon (left) and emlsslon (right) spsctra
of the
CrOilumtnescence at 4 2 K. qr gives the relative quantum
output. aA gves the radiant power per constant wavelength
tnterval tn arbitrary umts Full hne. CaCtOa. broken Ime:
K2CrzO-r: dotted bne: KBr/K2Cr04

28

rig 1 Dlifuse rcflectton spectra at room temperature
Full
hne- CaCrOl, dotted hne. KBr/KzCrOa,
broken hnc \\Ith
dots: MgO/K2Cr04
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4. Discussion
Ziegler et al [9] calculated
for the CrO:-

complex_

%s

an energy level scheme
has been used success-

fully to explain the lummescence properties of closedshell transttion-metal oxocomplexes [ 1,3,6] . The
excited

state tie’ yrelds four energy levels, VIZ.
tT7 % ‘T1 9 3T7 > 3Tl _ Luminescence
occurs from
the-lower tnpletievel3T,.
From the measured decay tunes and quantum efficiencies the radiant decay tune IS estimated to be
10 ms. This IS well in lure with the spur- and orbrtalforbrdden character of the emissron transrtron
(3T1 + ‘A,). Such long decay tunes have also been
observed for the VO:- group [6] _
The excitation
spectrum corresponds
to the wellknown absorption
spectrum of the CrOi- complex
[IO]. The lower bands are due to the transitions
1At + ‘T, and ‘T3. The former transition becomes
allowed by the less-than-cubrc
symmetry of the chromate tetrahedron
m CaCrO4 and KBr/KzCr04.
In
the latter case we were even able to resolve the vlbrational structure of the IAt + lT2 transItIon reported
before [lo] _
The emission consists of a structureless band. It

should be reahzed,

however,

that due to

the

low lumi-
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nescence intensity.
the optical conditions
were not
optimal to find vIbrational structure.
The Stokes
tift Is large enough to prerent energy rrugratlon at
low temperatures
[ II] _ It serms hard, therefore, to
ascnbe the luminescence
to any other species than
the CrOi- complex.
These results, together with the absence of any
rhenate emrsslon, show that the transitlon between
presence and absence of lummescence
m complexes
of the type under dIscussIon hes between V and Cr.
MO and probably Tc, and W and Re in the first. second and third transItIon-metal
series, respectwely.
We are left wth some mtngumg questrons. however_ As remarked in ref [I] and confirmed m tis
stud). the value of the quenchmg temperature
of efficlent lummescence
of the o\ocomplexes
bears no
relation to the Stokes shift Ths IS m contradlctlon
wth simple conclusions
from a configurational-coordmnte model [I] It should be reahzed. however,
that the Stokes shift obtained from the spectral data
does not only contam the offset of the exerted state
relatwe to the ground state. but also the en2rgy dlfference between the smglet and tnplet levels concerned_ This IS because excitation
is mto the smglets,
but emission from the tnplet 3T1 _This energy drfference 1s not necessanly
constant
withm the group
of complexes under study, which makes further mterpretatton not feasl%le, if not irnposs~~le.
Further, one may wonder what IS the reason that
lummescence
of the ovocomplexes
is only observed
for the hghter transitIon metals. The present results
confirm an earher suggestlon [ 11, v1z. that the probabtity of radIationless
processes increases considerably if the excited stat2 parabola in the configuration
chagram IS lowered. At the moment it does not seem
possible to present a more quantrtatwe
picture.
Note.

finaLly_ that the influence

of the host lartlce
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as suggest-

for the other ouocomplews
[ 1 .I21 _ Large.
monovalent ions (Na+, K+) dr2 not favourable
for

ed earlier

e&rent
lummescence.
The Ca2* Ions. together with
the zrrcon structure, ar2 more successful in counteracting the expansion of the CrOi- complex upon
eucltatlon.
This runs parallel with a sundar observatlon for the isoelectronic VO:- group m this crystal
structure. The observation
that K,Cr04 dots not
lummesce, whereas the sohd solution KBr/K2Cr04
does (and the mixture hlgO/K,CrO,
does not) shows
agam the Influence of the surroundmgs
of the CrOicornpIe\ on the radiationless
processes. Probably the
CrOi- complex on a substrtutronal
Br- site m KBr
is so comprzssed in the ground state that not much
extra space IS avadable ior the ewrted
state [ 121.
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